Team Green - Barefoot & Blazing
Barefoot champion barrel racers hit the big time!

I

t was a whirlwind time for Team Green’s Barrel Racing 2016
rookie year in WPRA (Women’s Professional Rodeo Assoc.).
Team Green consists of parents Jay and Beth plus daughter
Jessica Green, along with Jessica’s boyfriend, Stanley Warrington.
When I say rookie, I don’t want to infer that Team Green just
recently showed up on the barrel racing circuit. Let’s take a look at
the accomplishments of Team Green:
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• 2009 Open National Final 3D Champion
• 2010 Maryland/Delaware Open 1D Champion, Youth 1D
Champion, Open 2D Champion, Youth 2D Champion
• 2011 Maryland/Delaware Youth 1D Champion
• 2012 NBHA Colonial National Finals Youth 2D Champion,
Maryland/Delaware Youth 1D Champion
• 2013 NBHA Colonial National Finals Youth 1D Champion,
Maryland/Delaware Open Reserve Champion
• 2014 NBHA Colonial National Finals Open 1st Go-Round
Champion, Maryland/Delaware Youth 1D Champion
• 2015 NBHA Colonial National Finals Open 2nd Go-Round
Reserve Champion, Maryland/Delaware Open Top 5
• 2016 East Coast Women’s Professional Rodeo Association
Permit Champion, WPRA Divisional Circuit Champion.
ECWPRA Top 12 Finalist. Syracuse New York NBHA Super
Show round 1 Champion (over 700 horses), Syracuse NY Super
Show Youth Champion. Horse Park of New Jersey Record
Holder Horse Park of New Jersey Open 1D Champion. Keystone
Barrel Classic Youth 1D Champion, and Keystone Barrel Classic
Open 1D Reserve Champion.
As you can see, there is some serious talent at play here. Plain
and simple, Jessica can ride. Her work ethic, inherited from her
parents, makes all she does shine. Juggling college, work, a relationship and care of three 1D horses, speaks volumes about
Jessie. Jessie is the reason they “expect a check,” as we like to
say. Without Jessie and her parents, I would not have had the
motivation to push myself to learn that soundness is not just a
hoof issue. I will be forever grateful to them for putting their
faith in what we do at Delaware Natural Hoof Care. Team Green
has been a blessing.
We would also like to thank Dr. Judith Shoemaker of Always
Helpful Veterinary Services and her work in postural rehabilitation. She is teaching others how good body and dental work, along
with hoof care, can make drastic changes in our animals. If any
equine professional gets a chance to attend her classes, you should.
Dr. Shoemaker and her team are really something.
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Jessica Green on Kyle (Heza Rednick Cowboy) at the Colonial
National Finals in Lexington, Virginia.

We would also like to thank Lee Follett for doing our horses’ dental work. There is a ton of new science on dental work and the
adverse effects of a misaligned TMJ. In my opinion, if all you’re
getting is a float on your molars and no alignment work on the
incisors, you are behind the times.
And last but not least, Team Green’s Sponsors who put their faith
in Jessie’s ability to represent them. Stacie Toppin with Blue Seal
Feeds, Rodeo Karma Western Apparel & Custom Shirts, and
Leanin’ Pole Arena, who seems to sell everything horse related. All
of you are helping some real good people live some real good
dreams. Thanks again.
Things were not easy for us when Jess and her father both started
running in local shows. They started out with a couple horses that
were not the cream of the crop, but soon showed their promise.
They took care of Jess and kept her safe, competitive and enthusiastic about their endeavor. Especially a fine little horse named
Croc, who had the most crooked legs I had ever seen in person at
that time. From what I could tell, this gentleman of a horse had
been in shoes most of his life. His hooves were a mess, but once
we started to get rid of his underrun heels, he came to life.
There were also those who said Team Green needed to be in shoes
to be competitive. As always, my answer was “let’s see what the
horses have to say.” They spoke loudly, and Team Green became a
force to be reckoned with, without the worry or panic of a lost or
loose shoe.
Since this article is about trimming, I guess we better get to it. First
the heels: for me, the heels are the deciding factor, as with many. I
am not part of the current school of thought of just dropping the
heels to gain frog pressure. I often see this advice on blogs without
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any questions about terrain, development of inner structures, condition of the frog or bone alignment. In Delaware, the ground is
either sandy or black farm soil full of microbes. Either way, this
softness and dampness creates a situation where the inner structure
and frog are not developed as they would be in a horse from
Arizona, for example. Thrush is a huge problem in these parts, and
to just drop a horse on his frogs can be disastrous. Leave too much
heel and the lack of stimulation can cause atrophy of the frog and
underdevelopment of the inner structure in the back of the foot.
There is a fine line between good & bad in this situation. Our livelihood, along with the horses, is dependent upon the fact that we
deal in fractions of an inch and the slightest of details. We do not
have a shoe to hide our faults. We also have to remember that heel
height affects how a horse goes. Too short and we may get toe-first
landing. The effects of this situation are well known in our world,
though there are those who will still argue its adverse effects on the
navicular and deep digital cushion.
In the book Care & Rehabilitation of the Equine Foot by Pete
Ramey, Robert M. Bowker, VMD, PhD, states “the sensory structures present in the most caudal parts of the foot - the Pacinian
corpuscles - detect sudden abrupt movements of the foot, such as
that during ground contact. Such sensory information is rapidly
conveyed to the spinal cord to be integrated in to the neural reflex
needed during locomotion. Such detectors enable the horse to
negotiate the variable ground surface as the horse races across the
countryside, by smoothly extending the limbs and joints prior to
the next foot fall.” Too much heel on the wrong terrain and again,
the sensory function can be taken out of play, or sending info that
is too little too late. Too short, and toe-first landing can also give
too little too late. The back half of the hoof is the most important
area, in my opinion.
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While on the subject of toe-first landing, I am seeing some horses

Jessica Green on Charlie (Bayou Pledge) running at Syracuse,
New York Super Show.

with this issue start to gain a medial/lateral imbalance. Does the
horse also compensate from toe-first landing (that has to be tiring
after a while) by landing on the lateral wall, therefore causing this
imbalance. Seems to be in my eyes, but I don’t know for sure.
I also feel with excessive lowering of the
heel, I lose the ability
to achieve any real
meaningful relief in
the quarters. Don’t
get me wrong, I can
get some relief, but
not as much as I like.
Over the years, I have
learned the importance of this relief. I
feel it is the main difference between a Example of relief in the quarters.
pasture trim and a
natural trim. Besides its ability to inhibit underrun heels, flares in
the quarters and quarter cracks, the relief greatly improves the
hoofs ability to flex and rid itself of dirt and snow that can inhibit
grip. Time and time again, I have seen my personal horses (our
research monkeys as we call them) hold snow or dirt in the foot
when I let this relief grow out. But when I only reestablish the
relief, the foot regains the ability to empty itself. This empty hoof
allows the horse to grip better, plain and simple.
Bars – some are adamant about being aggressive with them, with
no thought about terrain. With Team Green, we like to leave the
bars approximately an eighth of an inch above live sole but never
higher than the hoof wall. “Defined” was how they were
explained to me. I feel they have an effect on the horses’ ability
to grip while slowing down, along with other functions. When
transitioning a horse from shoes or a traditional trim, we will be
aggressive on bar removal ,so pressure from overly long and/or
laid over bars can be released off the sole and inner structure. I’m
a fan of reading the
ripples in the bars.
They tell me when
I’m pushing my luck
with bar height being
too long. In this
sport, going fast is
imperative, but slowing down and turning
is also a must. We
feel bars contribute
to this.
Because of what I see
others do, I feel we
sometimes lose sight
of bone alignment. If A maintenance trim.
thehorseshoof.com
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Jessica Green on Charlie (Bayou Pledge) at Syracuse, NY
Super Show winning round 1 with a 15.158 out of 700+ horses.

our horses have an issue with this, they will compensate. This
compensation will not only distort the hoof and can cause bone
changes, but will also cause the tightening of muscles. Tight
muscles are shortened muscles with fibers held in a greater state
of contraction. Jack Meagher, the father of sports massage, said
“the body is a unit, it functions as a unit and should be treated as
a unit. The safety of one part depends largely on the efficiency of
its neighboring parts.” I don’t want to get into body work right
now, but it has become a big part of our program. We like what
Jim Masterson’s program does for Team Green’s regular body
maintenance program.
Hoof wall height – one would think we would use more hoof wall
height, but not so in this program. We run a tight 4 to 6 week
schedule, depending on the time of year, so we can keep approximately 1/16 of an inch wall height. There are a number of reasons for doing this. Number 1 is quality of the hoof. Iron is a
problem in our environment, and with it, poor hoof quality. Over
the last couple of years, Jessie has taken the reins over from her
father, and we have stepped up our nutrition and addressed this.
When we were struggling with the excessive iron in our environment, cracking was an issue when we were leaving it longer than
1/16th. Jessie’s best & favorite horse Charlie (Bayou Pledge) had
an injury when very young where a piece of wood got jammed
up in to his white line, causing permanent damage in the toe. If
he gets long, the scar will open and create a crack that makes me
lose sleep.
Number 2 reason for short wall length is AGAIN nutrition. This
program needs grain, as these boys have jobs. Jobs that require
energy. Now that Blue Seal Feeds has come on as a Team Green
sponsor, Stacie Toppin of Blue Seal Feeds seems to have gotten
much of our excess sugar out of their diets, making a better hoof
that is much more connected to the horse. Blue Seal has really
taken some big steps in making their product more digestible. We
feel the lower sugar has helped the horses become much more
calm while waiting their turn to come down the chute and head to
that first barrel.
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However, we still
have the issue of
grass. Team Green
keeps very nice pastures. These green
pastures also make
me lose sleep EVERY
spring and fall. Even
though we have
greatly
improved
hoof quality, we still
keep the walls short.
Grip has not been a
problem, so we are
opting for shorter
break over with the
shorter
wall.
Hopefully, this will
help keep some strain
off the horse and
increase longevity.
Knock on wood, we
do not get injuries. It
has been amazing. I
believe Charlie, who
is the best at Team
Green, is now around
20 y/o and runs 1D
every time. He has
been like a machine.
On the topic of sole, I
will clean out excess
dead sole, but never
touch live sole during
the racing season.
3 photos of Charlie’s hoof injury. Top
During the off seaphoto is injury opening up from excesson, which seems to sive wall length; middle is typically how
get shorter and short- it is currently, and bottom shows where
er especially since there is lack of connection.
joining WPRA, I will
map the foot and
push our break over back, and get the foot back under the horse, as
I like to say. I learned this mapping technique from Daisy Bicking,
and it has been a terrific tool. When beveling the toe, there will be
some intrusion into live sole. But it’s rarely a problem if I leave the
toe quarters long.
Once in a while, I will trim the sides of the frog in order to open
up the collateral grooves; then, of course, I remove anything that
may be hiding infection. One quick note because thrush is so
prevalent in our area, soaking in Oxine is part of Team Green’s
program, and they are diligent with this. Thrush and central sulcus
infections run rampant on this peninsula and is commonly overlooked. When it comes to soundness for us in this area we use
SMZs (Sulfamethoxazole/ Trimethoprim) to treat central sulcus
infections. We push either a half or one whole pill in to the very
bottom of the central sulcus and replace every 3 days. If environment is dry, I will pour water on it to help it start to dissolve.

Now that Team Green is running rodeo, we have to keep the callous good on the bottom of the foot, both on the frog and the sole.
Sometimes the arena footing leaves a lot to be desired as far as
quality, in my opinion, and in some instances there are no practice
runs so when you go in hard right off the bat, your horse has to
adjust to the footing quickly. No time to be tip toeing. One wrong
step, and again, you can’t expect a check.
Something else I would like to remind trimmers – learn to identify NPA (negative palmer/plantar angle). I see the exterior indicator of a bull-nosed dorsal wall and hair lines far away from 30
degrees. Many will brush the bull-nosing off as toe dragging, but
if you inspect wall thickness, you won’t see the thinning that
comes with toe dragging. Sole depth at the apex of the frog is
also an indicator. NPA is hard on a horse, and I see some real nice
horses with this issue.
I guess by now many of you are thinking that this trim is a little
more than the trim you put on your horses and your clients’ horses.
And you may be right. I didn’t invent any of this, but 3 things I try
to trim by: 1) Always form and function, always; 2) Nature’s got
my back. I like the 55,000,000 years of experience nature has with
the horse. And, 3) what a Native American woman trimmer from
the Northeast (sorry I don’t have her name) told me at Tom
Teskey’s clinic in NY, “Stay True.” I try to remember these words
when I start to complicate our trimming. Keeping it simple works
best for us around here.
On behalf of the horse, I would like to thank you all for making it
so much better for them. There have been many advances in how
we treat our horses. Natural hoof care, natural horsemanship, bit-

less, treeless saddles, bodywork, nutrition, dental and so much
more make it a very exciting time to be a part of the equestrian
world. Enjoy it!
About the author: Dan Lynch’s earliest horse memories were of
his first pony at the age of four. It wasn’t until 41 years later when
he was given a rank, green broke Quarter Horse filly and a bout of
laminitis did he have a change of heart about how to care for his
horses. Dan’s big “aha” moment came after he rejected the advice
and traditional treatment plan of raising the heels & shoeing. After
further research into natural hoof care, we were unable to find a
local trimmer. This is when Dan decided to take matters in to his
own hands. After reading Pete Ramey’s first book, “Making
Natural Hoof Care Work for You,” Dan then acquired the necessary tools and went to work. Even though we were boarding at an
Arabian show barn, with tremendous pressure to shoe, Dan felt in
his heart & gut he was on the right track. The first trim gave immediate relief & the horse was back under saddle in 5 months, with a
whole new hoof in 10 months.
Here we are 12 years later, as Delaware Natural Hoof Care. Dan
has studied any & all information he could get, no matter whose
techniques they were. He has always felt that there is no one way
to trim all horses, and an open mind is imperative. Delaware
Natural Hoof Care became so busy over the years, we took the
opportunity to train others, including several traditional farriers
who heard about our work & the success we were having. Today,
Dan & his wife Julie run a small training & rehab facility in
Southern Delaware, along with a full case load that runs the full
spectrum of all disciplines.

